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INTRODUCTION 
A number of works dealing with the structure and applications of Verma 
modules over finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebras have been published 
lately (see an extensive bibliography in [l]). The basis for these investigations is 
the description of the category of Verma modules obtained by I. Berngtein, 
I. Gelfand and S. Gelfand [2] in 1971. Recently, Jantzen [l] has simplified their 
proof by making use of the Sapovalov determinant of the contravariant form [3]. 
A natural generalization of the finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebras 
to the infinite-dimensional case is the contragredient Lie algebras G(A), asso- 
ciated with an arbitrary square matrix A, (the so-called Cartan matrix). The 
study of these algebras was started independently in 1968 in works [4] and [5]. 
We consider the most general construction of them which is a version of one 
considered in [4]. The Lie algebra G(A) associated with a Cartan matrix A which 
satisfies the conditions: aii = 2, --aii E E, for i fj and aij = 0 - aji = 0, is 
sometimes called a Kac-Moody Lie algebra. In [q the character formula for 
irreducible representations with dominant integral highest weight of these Lie 
algebras was proved by making use of the Verma modules (for the details and 
further results see 171 and the literature cited there). 
In the present article we describe the irreducible modules that occur in the 
Jordan-Holder series of a Verma module over a contragredient Lie algebra 
associated with an arbitrary symmetrisable Cartan matrix (Theorem 2). In the 
proof of these results we follow the lines of work [I]. The crucial point of 
Jantsen’s proof in [l] is the formula for the Sapovalov determinant of the contra- 
variant form. We also generalize this formula to the case of contragredient Lie 
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algebra with arbitrary symmetrisable Cartan matrix (Theorem 1). Our proof is 
elementary (we do not use the Weyl group and the infinitesimal characters, which 
in general are trivial). Although our proof is a rather straightforward combination 
of arguments in [l] and [8], we think that the mere fact that these theorems turn 
out to be true in such generality is significant. The main tools of the proof are 
the Casimir operator introduced in [6] and the filtration introduced in [l]. 
An essential difference between the cases of finite- and infinite-dimensional 
algebras G(A) is that the uniqueness embedding theorem fails for infinite- 
dimensional algebras (see Proposition 4.1). 
In [9] the arguments of this paper are developed in a more general context. 
We would like to thank Michele Vergne for stimulating discussions and 
friendly help. 
1. CONTRACRKDIENT LIE ALGEBRAS 
Let A = (aij) be an (n x n)-matrix over C. With the matrix A we associate a 
complex Lie algebra G(A) which is uniquely defined by the following properties: 
(a) G(A) contains an abelian diagonalizable subalgebra H such that: 
G(A) = @ G, , where G, = {x E G(A) 1 [h, x] = cy(h)~, h E H) 
lZGf* 
and G, = H. 
(b) There exists a linearly independent system of linear functions 
c+ ,..., OL, E H* and system of elements e, ,..., e, , fr ,..., fn of G(A) such that 
(i) GUi = Ce, , G+ = cfi , i = I ,..., n; 
(ii) [ei , fj] = 0 for i # j; 
(iii) e,,...,e,, 1 ,... , f fn and H generate the Lie algebra G(A); 
(iv) the elements hi = [ei , fJ, i = I,..., n, are linearly independent; 
(v) c&J = ag ) i, j = l,..., n; 
(vi) if h E H is such that Q+(/Z) = 0, i = l,.. , n, then h E~Y~, Ch, . 
(c) Any ideal of G(A) which intersects H trivially is zero. 
The existence and uniqueness of the Lie algebra G(A) can be easily deduced 
from [4] (Proposition 4). 
The Lie algebra G(A) is called a contrugredient Lie algebra, the matrix A is 
called the Curtun matrix of the Lie algebra G(A), the elements ei, fi , hi, i = 1, . . . n, 
are called the cunonicd generators of G(A). 
There exists a unique involutive anti-automorphism s of G(A) such that 
a(ei) =fi , u(fi) = ei , i = l,..., n, and c IH = id. We denote by r a lattice 
generated by cyr ,..., OL, and by I’+ the subsemigroup of r generated by czl ,..., o(, . 
We fix the lexicographic ordering on r. 
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If dim G, # 0, then clearly OL E J’. We call (Y a root of multiplicity dim G, . We 
denote by d the set of all roots taken with their multiplicities. For any non-zero 
root 01 clearly we have 01 E r+ or --0~ E r+ ; 01 is called respectively positive or 
negatiwe root. We denote by df the set of positive roots taken with their multi- 
plicities. Note that dim G, = dim G-, since a(G,) = G-, . The system 
IZ = (0~~ ,..., a,} is called a system of simple roots. 
It is convenient also to introduce the following notion. An element p E r+\O is 
called a quasiroot if there exists a root (Y, which is proportional to /?. 
We consider subalgebras N- = @OLEATG-LI and N+ = @&+G, . The Lie 
algebra G(rZ) is a r-graded Lie algebra: G(A) = @,,rG, and is a direct sum of 
subspaces: G(A) = N- @ H @ N+ . 
Replacing hi by chi and fi by cfi , c E C*, produces the multiplication of i-th 
row of A by c. Two Cartan matrices are called equivalent if one of them can be 
obtained from the other by multiplication of the rows by non-zero constants. The 
corresponding contragredient Lie algebras are isomorphic. 
We call the Cartan matrix A symmetvisable if it is equivalent to a symmetric 
matrix Asym = (a:/“), i.e., A = diag(d, ,..., d,) A,,, , where di # 0, i = i ,..., n. 
For 7 = C K,oli E r we set h, = xi ki dclhj . 
For the proof of the following lemma see [4] (Proposition 7 and Lemma 7). 
LEMMA 1 .I. Let G(A) be a contragredient Lie algebra with a symmetrisable 
Cartan matrix. Then there exists a unique non-degenerate @-valued symmetric 
bilinear form ( , ) on G(A), which satisjes the following properties: 
(a) ( , ) is invariant, i.e. ([a, b], c) = (a, [b, c]) for any a, b, c E G(A). 
(b) The restriction of ( , ) to G, @ G_, , and to H is non-degenerate. 
(4 (C , Go) = 0, if a+ 6 f  0. 
(d) ForeacholEAonehas:[e,,e-,] =(e,,e-,)h,foranye,~G,,e-,EG-,. 
(e) (hbi , hmj) = a4jYm, (Y~ , cyj E II. 
From now on we fix on G(A) a symmetric bilinear form ( , ) satisfying the 
properties of Lemma 1.1 (for a given symmetrisable matrix A). The restriction 
of ( , ) to H induces a non-degenerate bilinear form on H* such that h(h,) = 
(/\, 7) for X E H* and 7 E r, in particular, (CQ , aj) = a,“:“. 
2. THE CONTRAVARIANT FORM F AND REPRESENTATIONS WITH HIGHEST WEIGHT 
Let G = G(A) be a contragredient Lie algebra. Let %(G), %(H), @(N+) and 
%Y(N-) be the universal enveloping algebras of the Lie algebras G, H, N- and 
N+ . From (1.1) we obtain the decomposition 
WT = WN) @a: @!(H) Oc ‘@N+). 
60713411-8 
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In particular, e(G) can be represented as a direct sum of two subspaces: 
%(G) = %2(H) @ (N-@(G) + e’(G) N+). 
We denote by fl the projection of e(G) on e(H) parallel to the second summand 
of this sum. 
The r-gradation on G induces a r-gradation on %(G): 
@c(G) = @ s(G), . 
ner 
The involutive antiautomorphism u of G induces an involutive antiautomor- 
phism of a(G), which we also denote by cr. Clearly, @(u(a)) = /3(a), a E S(G). 
Consider a bilinear form F on %2(G) with values in %(H), which is defined as 
follows [3] : 
F(x> Y) = B(+)Y>, x, Y E @!(G). 
Clearly F is a symmetric bilinear form and F(@(G),I , %(G),J = 0 if 7r # 7z . 
We set %(N-)-n = @(N-) r\ S(G)-, . Note that dim&N-)-, = P(7), 
where P(7) is the Kostant partition function, which is equal to the number of 
sets {k,}, k, E Z, , such that 7 = xaEd+ Koiol [6]. 
For 7 E r+ we denote by F,, the restriction of F to $Y(N-)-, . 
Consider the left ideal $A in e,(G) generated by N+ and the elements h - h(h), 
h E H. We set M(X) = %(G)/fA . The left multiplication on e(G) induces a 
structure of a(G)-module on M(h). The image of 1 in M(h) we denote by vO. 
It is easy to verify the following properties of the G-module M(h) (the proof 
is the same as for finite-dimensional G, see e.g. [I]-[3]): 
(a) N+ . no = 0; h . o” = X(h) a”, h E H. 
(b) M(h) is a free @(N-)-module of rank 1. 
(c) M(h) = %(NJ u”. 
(d) Any non-zero G-homomorphism M(h,) ---f M(X,) is an embedding. 
The r-gradation of @(N-) induces the weight decomposition of M(h): 
MC4 = 0 WL 
nor, 
where M(h),-, = @(N&o”) = {w E M(h) 1 h(w) = (A - T)(h)a, h E H}. By defi- 
nition of the partition function we have: dim&V(X),-, = P(7). Any non-zero 
vector v E M(h), is called a weight vector of weight p. A weight vector v such that 
N+(V) = 0 is called a highest weight vector. A non-zero vector proportional to o. 
is called a maximal highest weight vector. Clearly M(h) is an irreducible G-module 
if and only if the only highest weight vector of M(X) is proportional to o”. 
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All submodules of M(X) are homogeneous with respect to the weight decompo- 
sition. A subquotient L of M(h) h as an induced weight decomposition L = 
@L&I* L, . We set ch L = xUEH.(dim L,) P, where eu denotes an element of the 
group algebra of Z-Z* (in the multiplicative form). We clearly have: 
ch M(A) = e” .$ P(T) e-“. (2.1) 
+ 
One can easily show that M(X) contains a unique proper maximal G-submodule 
Z(A). We denote the irreducible G-module M(h)/Z(h) by L(A). 
Since g(H) is naturally identified with the ring of polynomials @[H*] one 
can define the value F,(A) of the matrix (of bilinear form in some basis) F, in 
the point h E H*. 
One can show that the rank of the matrix F,(A) is equal to dimcL(h),-,, [3]. 
By making use of the bilinear form F on s(G) we define a bilinear c-valued 
form F” on @(G)-module M(h) as follows [I]: 
F”(w, , WJ,) = F(u, , 4(A), u1 , uz E @(NJ. 
One can easily prove the following properties of F”: 
(a) F”( g(v), w) = FO(v, u(g)(w)) for any g E a(G), V, w E M(h). 
(b) F”VW4ul s Y&J = 0 if pl f  CL~ . 
(c) Z(h) is the kernel of the form F”. 
Now following paper [l] we will construct a filtration of G-module M(h), 
/\ E H*. We fix a linear function .z E H* such that z(h,) # 0 for any a: E T+\O. Let 
@[t] be the algebra of polynomials in one indeterminate t. We set g(G) = 
92(G) & c[t], A* = H* gc @[t] and x = X + tz E Z?*. Consider a left ideal 
$fi in g(G) generated by N+ @ 1 and the elements h @ 1 - X(h), h E H @ 1. 
We set XZ(X) = @(Q//J . L e ft multiplication on g(G) induces the structure of a 
g(G)-module on @((x). Note that M(h) also can be considered as a 9&G)- 
module with trivial action of 1 @ t. The restriction to a(G) @ 1 gives a e(G)- 
module I@(x). Specialization C[t] -+ @ given by t t, 0 defines an epimorphism 
of g(G)-modules 
7-r: i@(X) ---f M(A). 
We extend the involutive automorphism u from %!(G) to g(G) by identical 
action on 10 C[t] and define in the same way as F a bilinear form P on g(G) 
with values in &(H) = 4(H) & C[t]. W e extend the r+-gradation from M(X) 
to J?!((x) by setting deg t = 0 and define a bilinear form on &‘(&, as the restric- 
tion of fl. By making use of P we define in the same way as before a bilinear 
@[tJ-valued form on the %(G)-module I@@), which we denote bypt. 
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We define a filtration by g(G) -modules of the g(G)-module A?(x): 
setting A$ = {w E A?@) /@VI, w) is d’ ’ tvlsible by ti for any w E i@(x)}. The 
epimorphism V: A?(x) -+ M(h) induces a filtration by 9(G)-modules: 
M(h) =M3MlzlM23.... 
This filtration satisfies the following properties [1]: 
(a) MA-, n Mi = 0 for some i. 
(b) M1 is the kernel of the form F” and M/M1 is an irreducible G-module 
(isomorphic to L(X)). 
Now, following [6], we introduce the so-called Cusimir operator Sz. Let M be a 
G-module such that a) M admits a weight decomposition with respect to H: 
M = Chew Mu and b) for each a E M one has: G,(w) # 0 only for a finite 
number of a E A+. Let G be a contragredient Lie algebra with a symmetrisable 
Cartan matrix and let ( , ) be the bilinear form on G given by Lemma 1.1. First 
we fix a linear function p E H* satisfying the relations: 
p(h) = &ii , i = l,..., 12. 
Clearly, one has: (p, CQ) = +(oi , CQ). We introduce a “diagonal” operator Q, 
by the formula: 
me = (CL + 2PT CLb for VEM,. 
We choose a basis ef ), i = 1 ,..., dim G, , in any G, , OL E A+, and a dual basis 
e@) in the G-, (see Lemma 1.1 b). Now, we define the operator Q on the G-module 
Gas follows: 
LEMMA 2.1 [6]. For a G-module M(X) one has: 
Q = (A + 2p, X) id. 
Proof. See [7, Proposition 2.71. 
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3. DETERMINANT OF THE BILINEAR FORM F,, 
In this section we prove the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let G = G(A) be a ContragredientLie a&bra with a symmetrisable 
Cartain matrix. Then up to a non-zero constant factor (depem&g on the basis) 
one bus: 
det F, = n fi (ha + p(hJ - n 9) 
Ph--na) 
, 
acLl+ n=1 
(where the roots a E A+ are taken with their multiplicities). 
For a semisimple finite-dimensional Lie algebra G this formula was obtained 
by Sapovalov [3]. The proof of Theorem 1 is based on several lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. The leading term of det F,, is equal up to a constant factor to 
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as in the finite-dimensional case (see 
[33 sec. 4). 
LEMMA 3.2. Up to a non-zero constant factor, det F,, is equal to a product of 
linear factors of the form: 
where /? E r+ is a quasiroot. 
Proof. Due to Lemma 2. I, if v E IVI(A)~ , is a highest weight vector, then 
(A + 2p, A)v = Q(v) = Q,(v) = (A - ,!? + 2p, h - /3)0 and we obtain 
(A + Pc3) = B(h B>* (3.1) 
Therefore, if (3.1) is not satisfied for any ,8 E I’+ , then any highest weight vector 
of the G-module M(A) is proportional to v”. But then the G-module M(h) is 
irreducible and the bilinear form F” on M(X) is non-degenerate. Therefore we 
obtain that (detF,)(h) # 0 for any q E I’+\0 if h does not satisfy (3.1) for any 
,B E I’+\O. In particular det F,, is not identically equal to zero. 
So the polynomial detF,, has its zeros in the union of the hyperplanes in H* 
given by the equations T,(h) = 0, where T,(A) = (A + p)(h& - a(& ,8), 
/3 E r+\O. Hence det F, is a product of linear factors of the form T, , /l E I’+\O. 
By Lemma 3.1 only those Te can occur for which /3 is a quasiroot. 
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LEMMA 3.3. (a) If 2(h + p)(h,) f (8, /3) for any quasi~oot /3 E I’+ , then the 
G-module M(h) is irreducible. 
(b) Let /3 be a quasiroot such that 2(X + p)(h,J = (/3, B) and suppose that 
W + P) (h,) f  (Y, Y) for Y E r+\,O, Y f  B and W + P - P)(4J f  (Y, Y) for any 
y  E L’+\O. Then the G-module M(h) has a submodule 77, which is isomorphic to a 
direct sum of a finite number of modules isomorphic to M(h - /I), and for which 
the G-module M(X)/U is irreducible. 
Proof. (a) follows from the proof of Lemma 3.2. By (a) the G-module M(h -/I) 
is irreducible. Therefore the sum U of submodules in M(X), which are isomorphic 
to M(h - p), is a direct sum of a finite number of submodules, isomorphic to 
M(X - B). To prove that the G-module L = M(/\)/U is irreducible we consider 
the Casimir operator Q on L. If v EL,-, is a highest weight vector, then clearly 
y # /3. By Lemma 2.1 we have Q(V) = (A + 2p, A)v = (A - y + 2p, X - y)v, 
therefore 2(X + p)(hy) = (y, y) and h ence y = 0. This proves that L is irredu- 
cible. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Lemma 3.2 shows that det F,, is a product of linear 
factors of the form he + p(&) - $(/I, p), where /3 E r+ is a quasiroot. By defini- 
tion p = ra, where Y is a positive rational number and 01 E A+. Lemma 3.1 
implies that in the case when (01, a) = 0 the power of linear factor h, + p(h,) in 
det F, is exactly what we claim in the statement of the theorem. 
We can assume now that (OL, a) # 0. Consider h E H* such that 2(h + p)(he) = 
(13, B) and W + p)(k) f  (Y, Y) for any Y E r+\O, Y f  A and W + P - 4&J f  
(y, y) for any y E r+\O (such a X clearly exists if (CL, a) # 0). Consider the 
filtered G-module M(h) = MI Ml1 M2r) ... . By Lemma 3.3b) Ml is a direct 
sum of submodules isomorphic to M(h - 8). Let si be the multiplicity of 
M(h - j?) in Mi; we set s, = Ci si . 
From the construction of the filtration it is clear now that detflnt is divisible 
exactly by s&q - j?)-th power of t or, equivalently, det F, is divisible exactly 
by ssP(~ - /3)-th power of (he + p(he) - &(/3, fi)). In particular the multiplicity 
of h, in the leading term of det F,, is equal to 
where summation is taken over fl E r+\O, which are proportional to a. On the 
other hand this multiplicity is given by Lemma 3.1 and is also a linear combina- 
tion of the functions #e(q) = P(q - /3), where ,3 E r+\O and p is proportional to 01. 
Now the theorem follows from the fact that the functions (bs(q) are linearly 
independent. 
From Theorem 1 and the proof of Lemma 3.2 we obtain the following criterion 
of irreducibility of modules M(X). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The G-module M(h) is irreducible ifund only if2(X + p)(h,) # 
n(ol, LX) for any 01 E A+ and any positive integer n. 
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Remark. An interesting problem which is not solved even for a finite- 
dimensional G, is to compute ch L(h) for any h (see [l]). For M(A) one has: 
ch M(h) = t+ fl (1 - e-=)-l. 
This gives &L(X) in the case when M(h) irreducible. A very interesting example 
of reducible G-module is M(p). Th’ IS module is reducible if and only if G has 
isotropic roots. We have the following conjecture: 
chL(p) = ep l-j (1 - e-a)--l. 
aeA+ 
(ol,U)#O 
4. THE COMPOSITION SERIES OF THE VERMA MODULES 
Throughout this section G is a contragredient Lie algebra with a symmetrisable 
Cartan matrix. 
It is easy to show that any irreducible subquotient of the G-module M(h) is 
one of the modules L(p), ,U E H*, and that M(h) admits a unique up to a 
permutation Jordan-Holder series. 
Now we are able to prove the main theorem on the structure of modules M(A). 
For a finite-dimensional semi-simple Lie algebra this result was obtained by 
I. Bernstein, I. Gelfand and S. Gelfand [2]. 
THEOREM 2. Let G = G(A) be a contragredientlie algebra with a symmetrisable 
Cartan matrix A. Then L(p) is an irreducible subquotient of the G-module M(h) ;f  
and only if the following condition is satisJied: 
(*) there exists a sequence of positive roots /I$ ,..., plc and a sequence of 
positive integers nI ,..., nk such that 2(h + p - nlis, - ... - tlieI ,&-J(he.) = 
n& , j$) for i = l,..., k, and h - p = &, n& , 
I 
Proof is essentially the same as in [I]. Consider the filtration @(A) = m3 
fil I) a2 3 . . . and the bilinear form Pt on a(x). We have the corresponding 
filtration M(h) = M 3 Ml 3 M2 3 . . . . For a polynomial P(t) we denote by 
ord P(t) the maximal power of t which divides P(t). One has (see [I]): 
ordflnt(A) = 1 dim M,i-, . 
i>l 
(4.1) 
We set d+(h) = {IX Ed+ 1 2(X + p)(h,) = n(ar, CX) for a positive integer n} and 
et 2, be the set of positive integers II such that 2(A + p)(h,) = n(or, a). 
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Now from (4.1), (2.1) and Theorem 1 we obtain 
1 ch Mi = eA 1 (ordEt(X) e-y 
i>l VW+ 
= ecu ,5;, eA .; P(Y - 4 e-y 
= c x*chM;h-na). 
c&d+(A) ntz, 
So we have the following formula: 
1 ch Mi = c 1 ch M(h - n,). 
i>l aELI+ nez, 
(4.2) 
Clearly, L(p) is a subquotient of M(A) only for p = A - 7, 7 E I’+ . We will 
prove the theorem by induction on 77 E r, . For 7 = 0 the statement is obvious. 
Suppose thatl(h - 7) is a subquotient of M(A), and 7 # 0. Then since M(A)/iMf N 
L(h) is an irreducible G-module, we conclude that L(h - 7) is a subquotient of 
Ml. The left-hand side and all the summands of the right-hand side of (4.2) are 
clearly sums of functions of the form chL(h - v), wherel(h - v) is an irreducible 
subquotient of Ml . The functions ch L(h - IJ) are linearly independent. 
Therefore since chL(h - 9) occurs in the left-hand side of (4.2), one of the 
summands chM(h - rz1y) of the right-hand side of (4.2) also contains ch L(h - 7) 
in its decomposition. Therefore L(h - 7) is a subquotient of the G-module 
M(X - m), a E A+(h), n E 2, . By the inductive assumption we obtain that 
t.~’ = X - 7 + SOL satisfies the condition (*) and therefore TV = X - 77 satisfies 
this condition. 
Suppose now that p = X - 7 satisfies the condition (*). Then there exists 
(Y E d+(X) and n E 2, such that h - 7 + ticy satisfies the condition (*). By 
the inductive assumption, L(h - 7) is a subquotient of M(h - FZ(Y). Again we 
now obtain from (4.2) that L(h - 7) is a subquotient of M(h). This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
The following proposition gives some information on the multiplicities of 
embeddings of Verma modules. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let h E H*, a E A+ and 2(X + p)(h,) = m(a, a) for a 
positiwe integer m. Set s = dim Hom,(M(h - m(y), M(h)). 
(a) If 2(h + p)(&) # t(/3, f9) for any j3 f A+ and any positive integer t 
such thet t@ < 71101, then 
m 
s = C dim G(nzlk)a 
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(b) If (a, a) # 0, hn 
s b f dim %ma 
h‘=l 
(c) If (a, cd) = 0 and t-01 f$ P+ for 0 < r < 1, 2h.m 
s >, dim G, . 
Proof. The statement (b) follows from (a) since for a non-isotropic root OL there 
exists a Zariski dense set in the hyperplane 2(X + p)(h,) = m(cu, a) of H*, for 
all the points of which the conditions of (a) are satisfied. (c) follows from (a) 
by induction on m. 
To prove (a) we consider the filtered g(G)-module i@(x) = i@ 3 A? 3 A@3 .*. 
and the corresponding filtration M(h) = M 3 Ml 3 M2 3 ... . Clearly 
det p$. is divisible by P. By Theorem 1, in order to prove (a), it suffices to show 
that de&i, is not divisible by t g+l, which again by Theorem I is equivalent to the 
fact that M:+= = 0. 
Suppose that M&, # 0; then M contains a non-zero weight vector v E Mfmma. 
We take a weight vector d E A?12 such that I = a. We obtain: e,,(5) E A?24u+,, 
= t%!-ma+u for any e, E G,, , y E A+. (By Theorem 1 and the assumptions 
of our proposition). 
Let now s”z be the Casimir operator on A?@). By the analogue of Lemma 2.1, 
0 = (A + 2p, x)id. Therefore 
0 = b(5) - (X + 2p, X)5 
= (m2(a, a) - 2m(h + tz)(k,))S mod t2ii? 
= -2mt.z(k,)6 mod t2A?f, which implies that z(h,) = 0 
This contradicts the choice of z. 
Problems. (a) Find the dimension of the space of G-homomorphisms 
M(p) --+ M(h) in general case. 
(b) Find explicit formulas for the highest weight vectors. (The case of the 
Cartan matrix in “general position” should be the simplest one.) 
Remark. The arguments of this article can be also applied to the so-called 
generalized Verma modules M,(h). Let I be a subset of the set (I,..., n}, such that 
~,~=2and--a,~~Z+fori,j~l,i#j. WesetI;T,={aiEnIiEI),dl= 
Zl7, n A and let W, be the group generated by reflections rUi , i E I, of the space 
H* ([41)- 
We call P, = @,Ed,vd+ G, a parabolic subalgebra of G. One has P, = S, @N, , 
where S, = QjaEdl Gal is a subalgebra (Levi factor) and N, = @asd+lA, G, is an 
ideal (nil-radical). Let h E H* be a linear function such that A(&) EZ+ for 
i E I. We consider irreducible 5’,-module L(h) ( see Section 2) and extend it to a 
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PI-module by trivial action of IV, . We define a G-module M,(h) by M,(X) = 
4Y(G)&tP,) L(h). Clearly the case P, = B gives the module M(h) and M,(X) is a 
quotient module of the G-module M(h). We set ,Q = ch M,(X). The following 
formula follows from [6]: 
For any h E H* and 77 f I’.+ we denote by x,(h)(~) the coefficient by eq in this 
formula. 
Now the bilinear form F,,O induces a bilinear form (F,“)a on M,(X),+, . Jantzen 
has computed det(F,O), for the case of finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra 
[8]. Applying our arguments and Lemma 7 of [8], we obtain the generalization 
of Jantzen’s formula in our setting: 
det(~~“),(~) = n n ((A + p)(h) - n %$) 
x&m) (a) 
aeA+/Ar n>O 
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